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Restrooms are significant areas in restaurants. They can't be ignored at all. Of course they are not
the areas which a person sees out in the open, at the first look but they are closed areas which have
to be nevertheless designed and decorated well to ensure that the visitors have a good experience.

When you walk into a restaurant you generally look at the dÃ©cor and see if you can get a place to
sit. A decent table in a nicely decorated restaurant would definitely be a big reason of your
enjoyment at the place. As you walk into a restaurant, your first impression of the place is governed
by things like ambience of the place, dÃ©cor of the place etc.

If you are a regular at the restaurant, you would obviously be aware of how the ambience and dÃ©cor
of the place looks like. You would also know how the food is at the particular place! But if it is your
first visit to the restaurant, you most definitely would form your opinion and impression about the
place depending upon how the place looks at the very first sight!

Food is something that would definitely either make the restaurant win or lose in your eyes. Food
has to be good. If the food isn't that great but the ambience of the place is good, then it may happen
that you avoid going to the restaurant again. But if the ambience is above average while the food is
excellent, you would definitely go to the place to eat again! A good food and good ambience would
make for an awesome combination though.

Restrooms at the restaurants are another important criterion which make or break a customer's
opinion to a particular restaurant! A restaurant restroom must smell good, it must be clean and it
must be well-decorated. A beautiful restroom door, interesting toilet partitions, nice wall-paints and
beautiful countertops would make the restroom look stunning!

To sum up, it is not just one element that makes for a nice restaurant experience. A restaurant
experience is conditioned and governed by many elements like overall dÃ©cor of the restaurant
(which includes lighting, seating, wall-art), food at the restaurant (which is about cuisines on offer
and cooking), service of the restaurant (which would include staff at the place etc.) and also the
restroom area (which would mean a hygienic, organized restroom space including interesting
restroom furnishing like toilet and bathroom partitions, countertops, mirrors, fittings in the area etc.)
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